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Kansas ASQ Online Training Part 1 Webinar 
http://ksde-tasn.adobeconnect.com/p3tuglno45s1/  

Useful Links  

Link to Kindergarten Readiness Module Video: https://youtu.be/Z_ai1z2eoMM 

Kansas Kindergarten Readiness Website: http://agesandstages.com/ks/ 

 

Q&A 

Question: Will you explain how to become a user? 

KSDE Answer: Please check in with your Building Principal they should have the information and can assign 

as many administrators in the program. If the principal does not have the information have them contact Julie 

Ewing jewing@ksde.org  
 

Question: Where is the material list? 

KSDE Answer: If you go to the Kindergarten Readiness website http://agesandstages.com/ks/ select “Quick 

Reference Guides” on the left column, and then select the “Initiative Resources” tab in the middle of the page. 

Select ‘Downloads and Resources’ and then scroll down to ‘Additional Resources’ you then will find a 

description and option to download the materials  
 

Question: Do we upload a starter kit into the online system? 

KSDE Answer: No, you have to purchase the Brookes online. Go to the http://agesandstages.com/ks/ an 

order.  
 

Question: Do we receive the keycode from the starter kit? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, the keycode is on the starter kit and then that is what you will use to enter into the 

system.  
 

Question: Since our district has two kindergarten classes in two different buildings, do we need two starter 

kits? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, each building itself has to have its own starter kit. Funding was provided according to 

how many kits that would be needed. One starter kit per building. 
 

Question: Can a district admin get a log in as well as a district student information person? Could their 

account be tied to the buildings in the district? 

KSDE Answer: Yes their accounts can be tied together at the building in the district. You can have one person 

(Admin) that is tied to four different buildings. You will need to email Julie Ewing for a request to do this at 

jewing@ksde.org  
 

Question: If we are with Parents as Teachers and had purchased the ASQ-3 before this year, will our code 

work for this? And our School? Or do we need to get a new code/ starter kit? 

KSDE Answer:  Every person who will be using the ASQ tools within your district has the ability to have your 

district administrator of your system add individuals as Provider. If you have more questions on this please 

email us at earlylearning@ksde.org 
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Question: How much does the kit cost? 

KSDE Answer: Each kit you need the starter kit for ASQ-3 and ASQ:SE-2 with discount together they are 

under $600 and there are other tools you may want to purchase as well. You can find more information on the 

pricing of tools and kits please visit the http://agesandstages.com/ks/ 
 

Question: Is the collection window relevant to the PAT programs? 

KSDE Answer: PAT and 4-year old at risk have different requirements for the collection window.  For PAT is 

what they provide in the  national parents as teachers requirement. We are not making it any different than 

what is required other than this is an online option.  
 

Question:  Is ASQ surveys required for all districts in Kansas starting the fall of 2018? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, if you are a public school or private school it does not make any difference. You are 

required to complete both the ASQ-3 and the ASQ:SE-2 beginning August 1, 2018- September 20, 2018. If you 

choose not to complete the ASQ you will not be able to say you’re an accredited school in the state of Kansas.  
 

Question: Do we need 100% returned for each student? 

KSDE Answer: We are not requiring 100% return for each student. We ask that you do as many as possible 

and get the parents engaged the best you can. 
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